
The Einhell TC-SB 200/1 bandsaw is an ideal basic machine for the ambitious hobby DIY enthusiast. The height adjuster is not just for performing

precise cuts. Adjusted to the ideal working height of the user, the height adjuster also ensures that the user can work in safety. The multi-positional

adjustable saw blade stabilizer reduces blade vibration. In addition the saw blade guard is height-adjustable. The supplied push stick is indispensable

for working in safety on the bandsaw. The saw table is infinitely tiltable, so it even handles tricky miter cuts. The parallel stop and the ball-bearing guide

are a big help to the hobby DIY enthusiast when performing straight and precise cuts.

TC-SB 200/1

Band Saw
Item No.: 4308018

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825617382

Features
Saw bench, infinitely tiltable, for the execution of miter cuts-

Safely and tool-free changing of the saw blade-

Rip fence for the execution of straight cuts-

Height adjustment for precise cuts and save use-

Ball-bearing guide for precise cuts-

Connection for extractor d=36 mm-

Push stick for save use-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Max. power (S2 | S2time) 250 W  |  15 min

- Idle speed 1400 min^-1

- Throat 200 mm

- Saw band 1400  x  7 mm

- Number of saw teeth 6 / 25,4 mm

- Number of speed steps not adjustable

- Max. cutting height at 45° 45 mm

- Max. cutting height at 90° 80 mm

- Size of working table 305  x  305 mm

- Table tiltable -2  -  45 °

- Diameter of suction adapter 36 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 15.8 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 18.9 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 420 x 282 x 720 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 18.9 kg

- Dimensions export carton 420 x 282 x 720 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 330 | 666 | 762
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Available as special accessories

Sägeband 1400x7mm 6Z/25mm
Band Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4506156
Bar Code: 4006825508116
Einhell Grey
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